Statistical modelling of Zimbabwe’s international tourist arrivals using both symmetric and asymmetric volatility models

Introduction

Zimbabwe’s tourism industry plays a significant role in improving the country’s economy. The tourism industry contributes immensely to the gross domestic product (GDP) of Zimbabwe, increases foreign currency reserves, creates employment and attracts foreign direct investment (FDI). Zimbabwe is one of the Southern Africa’s best and popular tourist arrival destinations. It was accorded the World Best Tourist Destination for 2014 by the General Assembly of European Council on Tourism and Trade (Kelly 2016). It attracts international tourist arrivals from around the world and the tourists play an influential role in the country. The tourism industry brings in much needed foreign currency. International tourist arrivals are the basis of export receipts worldwide (Chang, McAleer & Slottje 2009).

Zimbabwe is endowed with unique natural resources and ranks among Africa’s top tourist destinations (Zimbabwe Parks and Wildlife Management Authority 2017). It has vast tourist attraction sites, including, but not limited to, the Great Zimbabwe Monument and the Victoria Falls Rainforest with its natural environments. The National Parks in Zimbabwe have a variety of...
uncommon plant and animal species. The beautiful sites in Zimbabwe command a significant number of tourist arrivals from across the globe. International tourists are willing to travel overseas and into Zimbabwe in large numbers if their visit and trip can be made safer (Neumayer 2004); hence, the current non-violent environment and political stability prevailing in Zimbabwe need to be capitalised on to attract a large number of tourists. This will accelerate the country’s economic growth through tourism proceeds.

Although Zimbabwe is going through a crisis, a lot of opportunities are available in Zimbabwe: tourists from all corners of the world visit the country for business, leisure as well as for recreational purposes. The now peaceful Zimbabwean environment, non-existence of violent episodes, wars or outbreak of deadly diseases such as Ebola, leaves Zimbabwe as a destination of choice. However, dramatic international tourist arrivals’ fluctuations are being observed because of political, economic, environmental and social shocks among others. According to Basera (2018), economic recession and political instability had adversely affected Zimbabwe’s tourism demand.

It has not always been peaceful in Zimbabwe. It is well known that Zimbabwe experienced economic instability for the past few years, and its impact on the country’s tourism industry is still to be assessed. Economic instability and different foreign exchange policies lead to tourism volatility. Sudden fluctuations in international tourist arrivals experienced in Zimbabwe resulted in tourism volatility, which affected the tourism industry particularly in planning purposes and policy formulation. Tourism demand volatility is important for planning and making strategic decisions (Fernando et al. 2013). Understanding the impact of Zimbabwe’s international tourist arrival volatility through the use of statistical methods will help the Zimbabwe Tourism Authority (ZTA) to strategically plan its future. The aim of this article is to model Zimbabwe’s international tourist arrivals’ volatility using symmetric and asymmetric tourism volatility models. Knowing how international tourism demand volatility impacts the economy of Zimbabwe will go a long way in planning and policy formulation and implementation. Tourism growth and volatility management can be achieved through the use of information from adequate modelling of tourism growth and volatility (Divino & McAleer 2009).

The article is organised as follows. The introduction section is followed by the literature review section, and then the methodology section that presents the methods used. The next section of results presents the findings of the study followed by discussions; finally, the last section concludes and gives recommendations to the tourism stakeholders, investors, government among others.

**Literature review**

Fernando (2016) acknowledged the sensitivity of the Sri Lankan tourism industry to tourism shocks such as exchange rate shocks, political violence shocks as well as seasonal variations shocks. International tourist arrivals are very much sensitive to certain shocks such as political violence, war and criminal activities (Fernando et al. 2013). Bad tourism shocks like political instability, terrorism, war and outbreak of deadly diseases among others affect the personal safety of international tourist arrivals.

Zimbabwe’s policy environment, namely the economic policy, land reform and indigenisation policy, significantly and negatively affected the domestic tourism (Mutsena & Kabote 2015). Their effect stretched to international tourists. Muchapondwa and Pimhidzai (2011) identified global income variations, transport cost and specific tourism events as the core determinants of Zimbabwe’s tourism demand. The identified factors significantly contribute to international tourism volatility. Page and Lumsdon (2004) echoed the same sentiment that transport system impacts on tourists’ travel, holiday type and transport mode. Travelling costs determine tourist’s destination, transport mode and travelling arrangements. A global income variation determines the type of food, accommodation and places to be visited by the tourists as well as the number of days to be spent in preferred tourist destination areas. It also plays a major role in destination selection criteria as well as the types and numbers of tourism activities to attend.

Kabote, Mashiri and Vengesayi (2014) noted that Zimbabwe’s domestic tourism is highly price sensitive as a result of the country’s pricing policies. The pricing policies also result in international tourist arrivals’ volatility. For the Kariba tourism resort in Zimbabwe, Basera (2018) found a relationship between tourism demand and tourism marketing. Marketing Zimbabwe’s tourism resorts positively influences the success of the tourism industry. These effective tourism marketing strategies affect both domestic and international tourists and result in tourism variations. International tourism volatility modelling will help in devising effective marketing strategies that will reduce the volatility.

Tourism volatility clustering is normally evident in tourism series where large tourism fluctuations will be followed by large tourism fluctuations, while small tourism fluctuations will be followed by small tourism fluctuations. Various models have the ability to capture and explain tourism volatility. Some of these models include the autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (ARCH) models, autoregressive moving average-generalised autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (ARMA-GARCH), exponential GARCH (EGARCH), threshold GARCH (TGARCH) and asymmetric power ARCH (APARCH) models. The asymmetric models (EGARCH, TGARCH and APARCH) are capable of capturing the leverage effects and asymmetric effects in tourism for which the ordinary GARCH fails to account. According to Karlsson (2002), the EGARCH models allow both the negative and positive shocks to impact differently on the tourism volatility. Various researches highlighted that positive and negative tourism shocks impact differently
on the tourism industry. Angabini and Wasiuzzaman (2011) noted the greater increase in volatility as a result of bad news when compared to good news.

Fernando et al. (2013) adopted the GARCH(1,1) model and noticed large volatility in Sri Lanka’s monthly tourist arrivals. Priyangika, Pallawala and Sooriyaarachchi (2016) fitted an ARCH(1) with optional lags and the model was used to forecast future Sri Lankan tourist arrivals. In Taiwan, Chang et al. (2009) fitted the GARCH(1,1), GJR(1,1) and EGARCH(1,1) using daily tourism data and noted sensitive tourism volatility estimates with sensible interpretations. According to Divino and McAleer (2009), daily Peru tourism data fitted well to the estimated symmetric and asymmetric conditional volatility models. Long- and short-run persistence of shocks to international tourist arrivals was observed. Shareef and McAleer (2015) estimated statistically adequate volatility models for the six Small Islands Tourism Economies (SITEs), namely Cyprus, Fiji, Dominica, Maldives, Barbados and Seychelles. The estimated volatility models are useful to both public and private sector tourism managers.

Hothi, Leon and McAleer (2004) used a GARCH(1,1) model to describe international tourism volatility for the Canary Islands. The model produced accurate volatility measures. Chhorn and Chaiboonsri (2018) noted both short- and long-run persistent tourism shocks from the GARCH(1,1) model estimated using Cambodia tourism data. Neupane, Shrestha and Upadhyaya (2012) fitted the GARCH, GARCH-GJR and EGARCH with exogenous ARMA terms to Nepal’s monthly international tourism data. Statistically significant long-run volatility persistence was noted. Amendment of Nepal’s tourism policy was recommended as a result of the uncertainty associated with international tourist arrivals that was noted. All the above-mentioned authors highlighted the importance of modelling tourism volatility using both symmetric and asymmetric volatility models. This article will make use of both the symmetric and asymmetric volatility models in the case of Zimbabwe.

Methodology
A time series approach in the form of symmetric and asymmetric volatility models was adopted. The ARCH, GARCH, ARMA-GARCH, EGARCH, TGARCH and APARCH models were noted as the commonly used symmetric and asymmetric volatility models.

Autoregressive moving average models
A combination of AR(p) and MA(q) models gives an ARMA(p, q) model and suits univariate time series (Adhikari & Agrawal 2013). The model can be represented as:

$$Y_t = \mu + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \phi_i Y_{t-i} + \sum_{j=1}^{q} \theta_j \epsilon_{t-j} + \epsilon_t$$  \[Eqn 1\]

Model parameters are represented by $\theta$ and $\phi$ while $p$ and $q$ are the autoregressive and moving average terms, respectively.

The monthly international tourist arrival series is denoted by $Y_t$, whereas $\mu$ and $\epsilon_t$ are the constant and error terms, respectively.

Autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity effects
The existence of autocorrelation on squared series of residuals is referred to as ARCH effects in the context of this article. When time series data are stationary, it is also important to test for an ARCH effect, which is the testing of the dynamics of conditional variance. The Breusch-Godfrey Lagrange Multiplier (LM) is used in testing the ARCH effect prior to GARCH model estimation.

Autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity model
The ARCH model was proposed by Engle (1982) to describe conditional variance in time series data and is fitted if the time series data prove to have ARCH effects. Under the ARCH model, the variance is forecasted as a moving average of past error terms (Engle, Focardi & Fabozzi 2012). Considering a serially uncorrelated tourism return series that exhibits excess autocorrelated squares, we can have:

$$\epsilon_t = \sigma_t z_t, \quad z_t \sim N(0,1)$$  \[Eqn 2\]

where volatility ($\sigma_t^2$) changes over time. Furthermore, the volatility, $\sigma_t^2$, is assumed to be given by:

$$\sigma_t^2 = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 \epsilon_{t-1}^2 + \cdots + \alpha_q \epsilon_{t-q}^2 = \alpha_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{q} \alpha_i \epsilon_{t-i}^2$$  \[Eqn 3\]

where $\alpha_0 > 0$ and $\alpha_i \geq 0$ so that $\sigma_t^2$ is positive.

Alberg, Shalit and Yosef (2008) noted that the dynamic behaviour of conditional variance can be captured well by a high ARCH order. This challenge prompted the development of the generalised ARCH (GARCH) model by Bollerslev in 1986. According to Alberg et al. (2008), the GARCH model is based on an infinite ARCH specification, hence can reduce parameters to be estimated to two.

Generalised autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity models
Bollerslev (1986) proposed the GARCH($p$, $q$) model which is an econometric term that describes volatility estimation approach using volatile series. The GARCH($p$, $q$) model is fitted under three conditional error distributional assumptions, namely normal distribution (Norm), $t$-distribution (STD) and the generalised error distribution (GED). The models can be expressed as:

$$\sigma_t^2 = \omega + \beta \sigma_{t-1}^2 + \alpha \epsilon_{t-1}^2$$  \[Eqn 4\]

with $\sigma_t^2$ being the variance, $\omega > 0$, $\alpha \geq 0$, $\beta \geq 0$ and $(\alpha + \beta < 1)$. An ARMA($p$, $q$) process, denoted by $Y_t$, with a GARCH noise
used to model linear dependency on the series and ARCH effect on residuals can be expressed as:

$$Y_t = \mu + \sum_{j=1}^q \beta_j \varepsilon_{t-j} + \sum_{i=1}^p \alpha_i Y_{t-i} + \varepsilon_t$$  
[Eqn 5]

$$\varepsilon_t = \sigma_t \varepsilon_t \sim \text{i.i.d N}(0,1)$$  
[Eqn 6]

$$\sigma^2_t = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 \varepsilon^2_{t-1} + \alpha_2 \varepsilon^2_{t-2} + \cdots + \alpha_p \varepsilon^2_{t-p} + \beta_1 \sigma^2_{t-1} + \beta_2 \sigma^2_{t-2} + \cdots + \beta_q \sigma^2_{t-q}$$  
[Eqn 7]

where $\alpha_i$, $\beta_j$, and $\mu$ are model parameters and $\varepsilon_t$ are the model residuals.

With GARCH models, no theoretical explanation of volatility is provided (Omari, Mwita & Waititu 2017), and no volatility information flows is known (Tsay 2010). In addition, the GARCH model is not capable of handling skewed time series as done by the EGARCH (Omari et al. 2017) and does not fit well to thick tails in financial time series (Alberg et al. 2008). This challenge can be extended to tourism series as Chang and McAleer (2009) reported that international tourist arrivals estimates resemble those of financial time series data during modelling daily tourist arrivals exchange rates volatility for Korea and Taiwan. Lam and McAleer (2015) acknowledged the failure to deal with the positivity or negativity of shocks of the GARCH model as done by the EGARCH model.

Furthermore, the ARCH and GARCH models use symmetric distributions to capture volatility and not the leverage effect (Alberg et al. 2008). The failure to capture leverage effect by the ARCH and GARCH models necessitated the introduction of the EGARCH model, GJR-GARCH model and the APARCH model by Nelson (1991), Glosten, Jagannathan and Runkle (1993) and Ding, Granger and Engle (1993), respectively.

Exponential generalised autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity model

The EGARCH model was developed by Nelson in 1991. The model determines the asymmetric effect on conditional volatility:

$$\log(\sigma^2_t) = \omega + \beta \log(\sigma^2_{t-1}) + \alpha \left( \frac{\varepsilon_{t-1}}{\sigma_{t-1}} - \frac{\gamma}{\pi} \right) \varepsilon_{t-1} + \gamma \frac{\varepsilon_{t-1}}{\sigma_{t-1}}$$  
[Eqn 8]

where $\gamma$ is the symmetry coefficient that generates the leverage effects. Bad news will impact more on future volatility than good news of the same size; if $\gamma < 0$, and if $\gamma \neq 0$ then the asymmetric impact will exist. The symmetric effect of the model is represented by $\alpha$, while $\beta$ measures the persistence level.

The Glosten, Jagannathan and Runkle-generalised autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity model

The Glosten, Jagannathan and Runkle-GARCH (GJR-GARCH) model is an asymmetric model and was developed by Glosten et al. in 1992. It has the capacity of capturing the positive and negative impacts of shocks like the EGARCH. The GJR-GARCH(1,1) model is given as:

$$\sigma^2_t = \omega + \beta \sigma^2_{t-1} + (\alpha + \gamma I(\eta_j)) \varepsilon^2_{t-1}$$  
[Eqn 9]

where $\gamma$ is the coefficient capable of capturing asymmetric effects in the data, $\alpha$ is the coefficient representing the positive short-run impact of shocks and $(\alpha + \gamma)$ represents the negative short-run impact of shocks. The coefficients satisfy the following conditions: $(\alpha + \gamma) \geq 0, \alpha \geq 0, \omega > 0$. The indicator variable $I(\eta_j)$ is the leverage parameter differentiates positive and negative shocks of equal magnitude and are defined by:

$$I(\eta_j) = \begin{cases} 1, & \varepsilon_t < 0 \\ 0, & \varepsilon_t \geq 0 \end{cases}$$  
[Eqn 10]

Short-run and long-run persistence of volatility is given by $\alpha + 0.5\gamma$ and $\alpha + 0.5\gamma + \beta$, respectively, if $\eta_j$ follows a symmetric distribution. According to Ling and McAleer (2002), $\alpha + 0.5\gamma + \beta < 1$ is the necessary condition for the existence of the second moment for GJR(1,1). McAleer, Chan and Marinova (2007) proved that the log-moment condition for GJR(1,1) is given by:

$$E(\log((\alpha + \gamma I(\eta_j))\varepsilon^2_{t-1} + \beta)) < 0$$  
[Eqn 11]

The threshold generalised autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity model

The TGARCH model developed by Zakoian (1994) is similar to the GJR-GARCH model. It is an asymmetric model of the GARCH family of models and decomposes the volatility components and examines the asymmetric effect of shocks.

$$\sigma^2_t = \omega + \beta \sigma^2_{t-1} + (\alpha + \gamma d_{t-1}) \varepsilon^2_{t-1}$$  
[Eqn 12]

where $d_{t-1}$ is a dummy variable which can either be 0 or 1. When $\varepsilon^2_{t-1} < 0$ and $\varepsilon^2_{t-1} \geq 0$, then $d_{t-1} = 1$ and $d_{t-1} = 0$, respectively. Good news (when $\varepsilon^2_{t-1} \geq 0$) and bad news ($\varepsilon^2_{t-1} < 0$) have different impact on volatility. Good and bad news have an impact of $\alpha$ and $(\alpha + \gamma)$, respectively. Volatility increases because of bad news, and this happens only if $\gamma > 0$, and this implies the existence of leverage effects. News impact is asymmetric when $\gamma \neq 0$.

The asymmetric power autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity

Ding et al. (1993) introduced the APARCH model as a way of coming up with a model that accommodates fat tails and excess kurtosis and explains leverage effects. The model’s structure is as follows:

$$\sigma^2_t = \omega + \sum_{j=0}^p \beta_j (\sigma_{t-j})^\delta + \sum_{i=1}^q \alpha_i (|\varepsilon_{t-i}| - \gamma_i \varepsilon_{t-i})^\delta + \varepsilon_t$$  
[Eqn 13]

where $\omega$, $\alpha_i$, $\beta_j$, $\gamma_i$, and $\delta$ are the model parameters to be estimated. Leverage effect is reflected by $\delta$. Negative information impacts more heavily than positive information on the tourism volatility when $\gamma_i$ is positive. The APARCH
model operates under the conditions, $\alpha > 0, \alpha_i \geq 0, i = 1, 2, \ldots,$ $q, \beta_j \geq 0, j = 1, 2, \ldots, p$ and $0 \leq \sum_{i=1}^{p} \beta_j + \sum_{j=1}^{q} \alpha_i + \epsilon \leq 1$.

According to Rodriguez (2017), long memory parameter estimation is possible through the use of the APARCH model and the model also allows the modelling of fat tails, like those exhibited by the tourism series.

**Results**

**Data and descriptive statistics**

The data set consists of monthly international tourist arrivals from 01 January 2000 to 30 June 2017, giving 210 observations. The data are obtained from the ZTA, a state organisation that deals with tourism issues. The logarithm of the monthly international tourist arrivals ($LY$) and the growth rates (log-difference) ($LDY$) of the monthly international tourist arrivals are calculated and descriptive statistics are summarised in Table 1. The data are log transformed to make them stationary.

The descriptive statistics displayed in Table 1 indicate 12.027 as the mean of $LY$, while 9.649 and 13.094 are the minimum and maximum values, respectively, for the same data. The mean, minimum and maximum values of $LDY$ are -0.001, -1.421 and 1.564, respectively. The skewness values of $LY$ and $LDY$ (-1.860 and -0.111) suggest negative skewness of the data, and kurtosis values of $LY$ and $LDY$ (12.781 and 6.343) indicate non-normality of the data sets. The plots of $LY$ and $LDY$ are displayed in Figure 1 together with their volatility. The raw data are analysed, and a time series plot is shown in Figure 2.

The series are found to be non-stationary as indicated by various fluctuations exhibited in Figure 2. The lowest and highest international tourist arrivals were reached around 2008 and 2009, respectively. The series indicate steady fluctuations between 2006 and 2017 except around 2008 as exhibited in Figure 2. During 2008, Zimbabwe faced a lot of challenges including political and economic instability. The increase in international tourist arrival in 2009 could partly be attributed to the formation of government of national unity and the introduction of multiple currencies which reduced the shrinking of the Zimbabwe economy at that point in time.

Volatility persistence was witnessed on all the series. Furthermore, an extreme value was observed in the logarithm of the monthly international arrivals and their volatility around the year 2008. This might be a result of the presidential elections that were held during the year 2008. Both the logarithm of the monthly and growth rates of international tourist arrivals seem to depict a stationary time series. The extreme observation in the logarithm of international tourist arrivals was mirrored in the growth rates. The augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test was conducted on both $LY$ and $LDY$

Table 2 indicated that both $LY$ and $LDY$ do not have unit roots and this was supported by the ADF test statistics of $-8.330$ ($p = 0.01$) and $-20.247$ ($p = 0.01$), respectively.

**Parameter estimation**

As all the data sets are stationary and exhibit volatility clustering, various symmetric and asymmetric models capable of capturing and explaining volatility are fitted. Model parameters are estimated using the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method.

**Estimated volatility models**

Several volatility models (ARMA-GARCH, EGARCH, TGARCH and APARCH models) are estimated using the logarithm of international tourist arrivals under normal, student’s $t$ and GED innovations. The $t$-distribution is good at heavy tails according to Bollerslev et al. (1987); hence, it is preferred in this study. During modelling exchange rate volatility using APARCH models, Ogutu, Canhanga and Biganda (2018) acknowledged the superiority of student’s $t$-distribution over other error distributions such as the normal.
in modelling similar data. The preferred model is selected based on Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC). The ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(1,1) model was fitted first and results are summarised in Figure 3.

All the model parameters in Figure 3 are statistically significant for all the specified models, and the basic model conditions are satisfied \((\alpha + \beta < 1)\). The sum \((\alpha + \beta)\) is close to 1 indicating that unexpected tourism shocks will impact strongly and persist for a significant periods of time on Zimbabwe’s tourism demand. Jegajeevan (2012), Chang and McAleer (2009) and Lorde and Moore (2008) noted similar findings of a high persistent level that lasted for a long period in Sri Lanka, Taiwan and Barbados, respectively. Furthermore, the goodness of fit (AIC and BIC) is slightly better for the ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(1,1) model under STD innovations. All the models passed the white noise test as indicated by the Ljung-Box test statistic values which are associated with the \(p\)-values of both squared residuals and standardised squared residuals, at all lags (Lag 1, Lag 2 and Lag 4) which are all above 0.05 implying no presence of autocorrelation into the standardised residuals or squared standardised residuals. The ARCH LM test statistic values at Lag 3, Lag 5 and Lag 7 show no dependencies in the standardised series because of the corresponding \(p\)-values that are above 0.05.

The Jarque-Bera test for normality was conducted to check the normality of the standardised residuals from the ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(1,1) type modes before fitting asymmetrical models.

Table 3 results suggested the rejection of the null hypothesis of normality of the standardised residuals because of the \(p\)-values that are below 0.05. It can be concluded that the standardised residuals from the fitted models are non-normal; hence, asymmetrical models can be fitted under the assumption of STD innovations among others.

Asymmetric models (EGARCH, TGARCH and APARCH) were also fitted to the data. Summarised ARMA(1,1)-EGARCH(1,1) model results are displayed in Figure 4.

The model parameters in Figure 4 are all statistically significant at the 1\% level of significance except for \(\alpha_1\). The ARMA(1,1)-EGARCH(1,1) model under STD innovations is the better one according to AIC and BIC. The parameter \(\gamma\) is statistically significant under all the distributions and all the values are above zero implying less impact of bad news on

**TABLE 3**: Jarque-Bera test on standardised residuals of the ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(1,1) models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Jarque-Bera test statistics</th>
<th>(p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(1,1) Norm</td>
<td>7.0651</td>
<td>0.0261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(1,1) STD</td>
<td>6.1459</td>
<td>0.0423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(1,1) GED</td>
<td>8.6280</td>
<td>0.0382</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 3**: ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(1,1) model parameters.
future tourism volatility when compared to good news of the same size. Bad news, like the information about cholera outbreak in Zimbabwe, will have less effect on tourist arrivals than information about zero cases of terrorism in Zimbabwe. The results are similar to those of Chang, Hsu and McAleer (2014) who obtained insignificant risk premium estimates in Taiwan. According to $\beta$, persistence level is not too high, meaning effect of tourism shocks will not last longer. There is no autocorrelation in the model residuals as supported by the Ljung-Box test statistic values that are associated with the $p$-values of both the squared residuals and standardised squared residuals at all lags (Lag 1, Lag 2 and Lag 4) which are all above 0.05. The fitted models also indicate no dependencies in the standardised series as indicated by the ARCH LM test statistic values that are associated with $p$-values (at Lag 3, Lag 5 and Lag 7) which are all above 0.05. An ARMA(1,1)-TGARCH(1,1) model was fitted as well and Figure 5 summarises the results.

All the models in Figure 5 passed the white noise test as indicated by the Ljung-Box test statistic values which are associated with large $p$-values of both the squared residuals and standardised squared residuals, at all lags (Lag 1, Lag 2 and Lag 4) which are all above 0.05 implying no presence of autocorrelation in the standardised residuals or squared standardised residuals. The ARCH LM test statistic values at Lag 3, Lag 5 and Lag 7 show no dependencies in the standardised series because of the corresponding $p$-values that are above 0.05. It can be noted from Figure 5 results that only the parameter $\gamma$ is not statistically significant, but the rest of the parameters are significant. The AIC and BIC indicated the ARMA(1,1)-TGARCH(1,1) model under STD as the best model. The impact of the good news coefficient is high (0.5686) for the model under STD innovations when compared to other models, which is a favourable aspect when it comes to tourism as it impacts positively on the industry. The bad news of the same model coefficient ($\alpha + \gamma = 0.7585$) is slightly higher and this will lead to tourism volatility increases because of bad news as $\gamma (= 0.1899)$ is above zero. This also shows the existence of leverage effects. This means any unfavourable tourism information like war, economic shrinking, terrorism news and punitive exchange rates will significantly hinder the success of the tourism industry. This will affect international tourists’ decision to visit the country and will also limit investors’ investing capacity. This adversely affects investment decisions in the tourism industry because of the increasing risk in international tourist arrivals.

Most of the variance equation parameters in Figure 6 are not statistically significant. This is despite the AIC and BIC suggesting that the ARMA(1,1)-APARCH(1,1) model under ARMA, autoregressive moving average; EGARCH, exponential generalised autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity; GED, generalised error distribution; ARCH, autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity; LM, Lagrange Multiplier; AIC, Akaike information criterion; BIC, Bayesian information criterion.

FIGURE 4: ARMA(1,1)-EGARCH(1,1) model parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>ARMA(1,1)-EGARCH(1,1) Norm</th>
<th>ARMA(1,1)-EGARCH(1,1) STD</th>
<th>ARMA(1,1)-EGARCH(1,1) GED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean equation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>0.7088</td>
<td>0.7829</td>
<td>0.7384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>-0.5410</td>
<td>-0.5612</td>
<td>-0.5049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance equation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
<td>-1.0795</td>
<td>-1.0763</td>
<td>-1.1362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_1$</td>
<td>-0.1481</td>
<td>-0.1524</td>
<td>-0.1543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_1$</td>
<td>0.5756</td>
<td>0.5718</td>
<td>0.5625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma$</td>
<td>0.8385</td>
<td>0.9743</td>
<td>0.8870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shape</td>
<td>4.4747</td>
<td>0.0663</td>
<td>1.2794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodness of fit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>0.3218</td>
<td>0.2838</td>
<td>0.2862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIC</td>
<td>0.4334</td>
<td>0.4113</td>
<td>0.4137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Ljung-Box test on standardised residuals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lag[1]</td>
<td>0.5432</td>
<td>0.4611</td>
<td>0.5027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lag[2]</td>
<td>1.7140</td>
<td>0.9908</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lag[4]</td>
<td>3.8447</td>
<td>0.7269</td>
<td>0.8447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Ljung-Box test on standardised squared residuals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lag[1]</td>
<td>0.0065</td>
<td>0.9356</td>
<td>0.9362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lag[2]</td>
<td>2.9044</td>
<td>0.4248</td>
<td>0.4257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lag[4]</td>
<td>4.2523</td>
<td>0.5466</td>
<td>0.5476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted ARCH LM tests</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCH Lag[3]</td>
<td>3.634</td>
<td>0.05661</td>
<td>0.1287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCH Lag[5]</td>
<td>4.237</td>
<td>0.15368</td>
<td>0.2565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCH Lag[7]</td>
<td>4.571</td>
<td>0.27163</td>
<td>0.3693</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GED innovations as the better model. This model is therefore not usable despite the fact that the model passed the white noise test as indicated by the Ljung-Box test statistic values which are associated with the p-values of both the squared residuals and standardised squared residuals at all lags (Lag 1, Lag 2 and Lag 4) which are all above 0.05 indicating the absence of autocorrelation into the model residuals. The ARCH LM test statistic values of the models at Lag 3, Lag 5 and Lag 7 show no dependencies in the standardised series because of the corresponding p-values that are above 0.05.

From the symmetric models, the AIC and BIC criteria suggest an ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(1,1) model under STD innovations (Figure 3) as the best model in terms of performance. The ARMA(1,1)-EGARCH(1,1) model under STD innovations (Figure 4) best fits the volatility of Zimbabwe’s tourism arrivals according to the AIC and BIC values. The model indicated the presence of statistically significant asymmetric effects ($\gamma = 0.9743$); hence, negative tourism shocks will have a more moderate impact on international tourist arrivals than positive tourism shocks. This is good news to tourism stakeholders and investors as they can invest with less volatility risk. Persistence of shocks ($\beta_1 = 0.5718$) is not too high implying that tourism shocks like economic and political instability will not last long and hence will not impact heavily on international tourist arrivals. This should motivate foreign tourism investors to invest in the Zimbabwe tourism industry.

**Conclusions**

Many developing countries, including Zimbabwe, are affected by sudden international tourist arrivals’ fluctuations. To capture the nature of the volatility, it is vital for countries like Zimbabwe to adopt symmetric and asymmetric tourism volatility models in modelling international tourism volatility. The methods are capable of producing accurate and informative volatility forecasts for decision-making processes. For this study, the symmetric model indicated that unexpected tourism shocks have a strong impact that persists for a significant period of time on Zimbabwe’s tourist arrivals. The asymmetric model indicated that there is less impact of bad news on future tourism volatility when compared to good news of the same size. This indicates the need of strong measures like new tourism marketing strategies to deal with the persisting effect of tourism shocks.

The tourism industry in Zimbabwe has the potential of contributing significantly to the country’s economy although not in isolation. The responsible tourism authorities may resort to this novel forecasting approach which can act as a breeding ground of effective and efficient tourism revival polices. International tourists are the main source of export receipts for various countries, including Zimbabwe; hence, proper management of the industry will significantly improve residents’ livelihoods through foreign currency earnings and tourism receipts generated from the industry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>ARMA(1,1)-TGARCH(1,1) Norm</th>
<th>ARMA(1,1)-TGARCH(1,1) STD</th>
<th>ARMA(1,1)-TGARCH(1,1) GED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean equation</td>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>0.6630</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.7358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>-0.4648</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
<td>-0.4960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance equation</td>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
<td>0.0221</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_i$</td>
<td>0.3821</td>
<td>0.0155</td>
<td>0.5668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_i$</td>
<td>0.3071</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>0.2510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma$</td>
<td>0.2423</td>
<td>0.2982</td>
<td>0.1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shape</td>
<td>4.4965</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
<td>1.2679</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 5**: ARMA(1,1)-TGARCH(1,1) model.
Zimbabwe as a country needs to manage itself properly out of the negative publicity in the media by various media organisations. This negative media can adversely affect the tourism industry. The positive offensive can start with our own politicians avoiding being in the news for the wrong reasons. Examining the behaviour of both the international tourist arrivals and volatility is crucial for managers as this will help in crafting marketing strategies that will clear the bad name of the country to old, new and emerging tourism markets. International tourist arrivals’ volatility can be referred to as the risk associated with international tourist arrivals. It is a risk that needs careful handling and management.

Both the ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(1,1) and ARMA(1,1)-EGARCH(1,1) models under t-distribution (STD) innovations are a good fit for international tourist arrivals in Zimbabwe. Considering the ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(1,1) model, it is able to capture the dynamics in the tourism industry. However, it will be difficult to formulate specific policies in Zimbabwe because the model does not give theoretical explanation of the major tourism volatility determinants. As for the ARMA(1,1)-EGARCH(1,1) model, effective and efficient short- and long-run polices can be implemented because the model captures volatility and leverage effects. However, uncertainty in Zimbabwe’s tourism sector because of various factors like political instability may hinder the success of the adoption of the model.

It will be prudent to extend the modelling of international tourist arrivals to source markets if the data are readily available. This will help in coming up with best marketing strategies for each source market.
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